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Abstract
Multi-Source Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (multi-source UDA) aims to learn a
model from several labeled source domains while performing well on a different target
domain where only unlabeled data are available at training time. To align source and
target features distributions, several recent works use source and target explicit statistics matching such as features moments or class centroids. Yet, these approaches do not
guarantee class conditional distributions alignment across domains. In this work, we propose a new framework called Contrastive Multi-Source Domain Adaptation (CMSDA)
for multi-source UDA that addresses this limitation. Discriminative features are learned
from interpolated source examples via cross entropy minimization and from target examples via consistency regularization and hard pseudo-labeling. Simultaneously, interpolated source examples are leveraged to align source class conditional distributions
through an interpolated version of the supervised contrastive loss. This alignment leads
to more general and transferable features which further improves the generalization on
the target domain. Extensive experiments have been carried out on three standard multisource UDA datasets where our method reports state-of-the-art results. Our code is available at https://gitlab.com/vitadx/articles/cmsda.
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Introduction

The performances of deep learning models are known to drop when training and testing data
have different distributions. This phenomenon, known as Domain Shift, has led to the emergence of the Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) problem that has been intensively
studied over the recent years [8, 14, 17, 18, 19, 30, 33, 35, 42, 49]. Single-source UDA aims
to leverage labeled examples from a source domain and unlabeled examples from a target
domain to learn a model that performs well on unseen target examples. In the most practical
scenario, to collect as much labeled data as possible, several source domains are considered
rather than a single one. In such case, the setting is referred to as multi-source UDA.
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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To solve the UDA problem, most of the methods learn discriminative features from labeled source data and exploit unlabeled target data to align source and target distributions.
Source and target distributions alignment is performed so as to maintain the discriminative power of the model on the target domain. Plethora of UDA methods, in the singlesource [17, 18, 19, 33, 35, 49] or multi-source settings [25, 45, 50] have tried to align source
and target marginal distributions. However, these methods are susceptible to fail if source
and target class conditional distributions are not aligned [7]. Alignment of source and target class conditional distributions can be achieved through adversarial based methods such
as [7] but they tend to be cumbersome to train while the alignment of the domains can fail
if pseudo labels on target examples are noisy. To align source and target class conditional
distributions, [42] has proposed to match source and target class centroids. Nevertheless, in
order to estimate accurately the true class centroids, batches should be carefully designed to
contain enough examples per class while maintaining a well-tuned moving average of centroids. This method assumes also that a single centroid can represent the whole distribution
in a class which is a wrong assumption in case of multimodal class distributions.
In this work, to address the problem of multi-source UDA and align efficiently source
class conditional distributions, we introduce a new framework named Contrastive MultiSource Domain Adaptation (CMSDA). CMSDA learns discriminative features on source
examples via cross entropy minimization and aligns class conditional distributions of all
source domains through supervised contrastive loss. Source class conditional distributions
alignment leads to more general and transferable features for the target domain. In the same
time, the model adjusts to the target domain via hard pseudo labeling and consistency regularization. To further enhance the robustness, the calibration of our model and enable deeper
exploration of the input space, MixUp [48] is leveraged on source examples. Interpolating
examples from different source domains can even be seen as way to mix source domains
styles. Since MixUp is performed on source domains, interpolated versions of the cross
entropy and supervised contrastive losses are used in the final objective. To sum up, our
contributions are the following: (1) we design a novel tailored end-to-end architecture that
maps the different domains to a common latent space, and efficiently transfers knowledge
learned on source domains to the target domain using recent advances of supervised contrastive learning, semi-supervised learning and mixup training; (2) we show for the first time
that supervised contrastive learning and its interpolated extension can be used in the context
of domain adaptation for source class conditional distributions alignment leading to higher
accuracy for target domains with large domain shift, (3) we report state of the art results on
three standard multi-source UDA datasets.

2

Related works

Multi-source UDA. In the multi-source UDA setting, former methods such as MDAN [50]
have tried to extend a single-source UDA method to the multi-source setting. In MDAN,
each source and target marginal distributions are aligned via an adversarial based method
[9]. In DCTN [45], an adversarial based method is proposed to align marginally each source
with the target domain. Additionally, perplexity scores, measuring the probabilities that a
target sample belongs to the different source domains, are used to weight predictions of different source classifiers. M3 SDA-β [25] uses a two-steps approach combining an ensemble
of source classifiers. In the first step, the method aligns marginally each source with the
target domain and also each pair of source domains by matching first order moments of fea-
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tures maps channels. In the second step, to enhance distributions alignment, the different
source classifiers are trained following an adversarial method [27]. CMSS [46] exploits an
original adversarial approach that selects dynamically the source domains and examples that
are the most suitable for aligning source and target distributions. DAEL [52] combines a
collaborative training of an ensemble of source expert classifiers with hard pseudo labeling
and consistency regularization on the target domain. For source examples, robust features
are learned by ensuring consistency between the expert source classifier and an ensemble of
non-expert source classifiers. For unlabeled target examples, since no expert target classifier is available, consistency is ensured between the most confident source expert classifier
and the ensemble of remaining classifiers. Our method shares some similarities with DAEL
as it exploits similar semi-supervised learning techniques to learn on unlabeled target data.
However, ours adds an additional constraint to align source class conditional distributions.
Recent works are also focusing on improving UDA methods by using specific data augmentation. For instance, MixUp has been explored for single source UDA methods [40, 43]
but the literature on methods exploiting MixUp for problems such as multi-source UDA
and multi-source Domain Generalization is still very sparse [20, 38]. Our method exploits
MixUp but also an interpolated version of the supervised contrastive loss to work with the
soft labels produced by MixUp. Multi-source UDA methods have also explored other types
of approaches [16, 37, 51, 54], different UDA settings [26] or other data modalities [12].
Contrastive learning. Recently, representation learning has known major breakthroughs
due to the advance in contrastive learning [4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 22]. The main idea behind most of
contrastive learning methods is that similar examples should share the same representation.
For example, in SimCLR [5] the loss enforces pairs of augmented versions of the same
image (positives) to have the same representation while having dissimilar representations
from all other examples in the batch (negatives). Recently, the loss introduced in [5] has been
extended to the supervised setting. In the supervised contrastive loss, examples belonging to
the same class are pushed closer while examples from other classes are pushed apart. There
have been some attempts to adapt contrastive learning in the case of single-source UDA [14].
However, supervised contrastive learning has yet to be explored on the multi-source UDA
problem, even if it seems a natural way to align source class conditional distributions.
Semi-supervised learning. To exploit unlabeled examples, common semi-supervised
approaches are based either on consistency regularization [2, 21, 31, 41] or pseudo labeling [1]. Consistency regularization learns on unlabeled data by relying on the assumption
that the model should output similar predictions when perturbed versions of the same image are presented. Hard pseudo-labeling consists of using hard predictions on unlabeled
examples as ground truth labels for these examples. Some semi-supervised methods such
as FixMatch [29] use both approaches. In FixMatch, strongly and weakly augmented images are generated from the same unlabeled image. The network is then trained to ensure
consistency between the prediction on the strongly augmented image and the hard pseudo
label of the weakly augmented image. To handle potential false pseudo labels, only confident pseudo-labeled examples contribute to the loss. In our method, FixMatch is leveraged
to learn on unlabeled target data.

3

CMSDA Framework

In the setting of multi-source UDA, we are given S different source domains {D1 , . . . , DS }
and one target domain DT . Each of the source domain Di contains nDi labeled examples
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Figure 1: CMSDA framework. CMSDA contains 3 shared components: a features extractor
F, a projection head G and a classification head C. Source examples are strongly augmented
via ts (.) and interpolated using MixUp. Target examples are weakly and strongly augmented
via tw (.) and ts (.). All examples are fed to F to produce the embeddings h . In the top branch,
source embeddings h are given to G to produce the representations z̃z which are used to align
source class conditional distributions via minimization of LISCL . In the bottom branch, all
ˆ and ŷy(w) . These probability
embeddings h are fed to C to produce probability vectors ŷy, y (s)
vectors are used to learn discriminative features via minimization of Lce and Lunsup .
{(xx j , y j ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ nDi } while target domain contains nDT unlabeled examples {xx j | 1 ≤ j ≤
nDT }. The goal of multi-source UDA is to learn a robust model from the S labeled source
domains D1 , . . . , DS and the target domain DT so that it generalizes well on unseen target
domain examples.

3.1

Model architecture

Our model architecture (Figure 1) is shared for both source and target domains. It is composed of three different parts:
Features extractor. The features extractor F is a convolutional neural network. It takes
an input image x ∈ RH×W ×3 and returns a features vector h ∈ Rd1 .
Projection head. The projection head G takes as input the representation h and outputs a
lower dimensional representation z ∈ Rd2 with d1 > d2 . Similarly to [15], G is a multi-layer
perceptron consisting in two fully connected layers. The first layer preserves the dimension
while the second reduces the dimensions from d1 to d2 . Previous self-supervised contrastive
learning methods [4, 6, 11, 13] indicate that the use of a batch normalization layer after the
first fully connected layer has shown to generate more powerful representations. Following
these findings, we include a batch normalization after the first fully connected layer of G.
Classification head. The classification head C is responsible for the final predictions. In
previous self-supervised [5] or supervised [15] contrastive learning methods, the projection
head is usually removed after the training and a linear classifier is fine-tuned on top of the
frozen representation h . Indeed, in practice, h provides better representations than z for the
final classification task [5]. Therefore, C is a single fully connected layer taking as input the
features extractor representations h and outputing a probability vector ŷy ∈ [0, 1]K where K
indicates the number of classes.
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Optimization Strategy

Source domains interpolation with MixUp. MixUp [48] performs data augmentation by
creating new examples (x̃x, ỹy) as convex combinations of random pairs of examples and their
corresponding labels (xxa , y a ) and (xxb , y b ):
(
x̃x = λ x a + (1 − λ )xx b
(1)
ỹy = λ y a + (1 − λ )yyb
where λ ∼ Beta(α, α). In CMSDA, MixUp is applied on source examples right after strong
data augmentation ts (.).
Overall objective. The overall objective includes three different losses: the interpolated
cross entropy loss Lce , the interpolated supervised contrastive loss LISCL and the unsupervised FixMatch loss Lunsup . The final objective minimized by the model can be written:
L = Lce + λ1 LISCL + λ2 Lunsup

(2)

λ1 and λ2 are hyperparameters weighting the contributions of the losses LISCL and Lunsup .
Interpolated cross-entropy. In order to leverage the interpolated labeled source examples obtained after MixUp, our framework minimizes an interpolated cross entropy loss
denoted as Lce . For a single interpolated source example (x˜i , y˜i ) = (λ x a + (1 − λ )xxb , λ y a +
(1 − λ )yyb ) with ŷy the prediction on the example x˜i , the interpolated cross entropy per sample
denoted Lce
i can be written:
yb , ŷy)
Lce
i = H(λ y a + (1 − λ )y

(3)

H(pp, q ) denotes the cross entropy between a reference distribution p and an approximated
distribution q . Lce is then computed by averaging the loss per sample on NS interpolated
source examples.
Interpolated supervised contrastive loss. To align source class conditional distributions, supervised contrastive loss (SCL) seems a simple and straightforward option. When
minimizing SCL, representations of examples belonging to the same class are pulled together
while representations of examples belonging to other classes are pushed away. In the case of
multiple source domains, SCL would force learned features to be domain invariant. Given
an example (xxi , y i ) with normalized projection head representation z˜i , the per sample SCL is
defined by:

LSCL (z˜i , y i ) = −




1
log 
∑
|P(i, y i )| p∈P(i,yy ) 

i



z̃zi .z̃z p
e T
z̃zi .z̃z j
e
∑ T


(


 where: A(i) = {1, . . . , NS } \ {i}

P(i, y i ) = { j ∈ A(i) | y j = y i }



(4)

j∈A(i)

Here, T corresponds to a temperature hyperparameter, A(i) stands for the anchors set (indexes of examples different than i) and P(i, y i ) the positives set (indexes of other examples
whose label is equal to y i ).
However, by using MixUp on source examples, examples with soft labels are produced
whereas SCL requires hard labels. Indeed, SCL needs hard labels so that examples with
same labels can be identified and be pulled together. To circumvent the soft labels problem
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raised by MixUp, we apply an interpolated version of SCL (ISCL) introduced in [23] and
minimize it on NS interpolated source examples.
Given an interpolated source example (x˜i , y˜i ) = (λ x a + (1 − λ )xxa , λ y a + (1 − λ )yyb ) with
z˜i the normalized projection head representation of the example x˜i , the per sample ISCL
denoted LISCL
is defined by:
i
LISCL
= λ LSCL (z˜i , y a ) + (1 − λ )LSCL (z˜i , y b )
i

(5)

LSCL (z˜i , y a ) (LSCL (z˜i , y b )) stands for the per sample SCL for the example x i with label y a
(yyb ). The definition of P(i, yi ) in Equation 4 implies that the examples in A(i) have hard
labels. Therefore, as in [23], for each interpolated example in A(i), we consider as hard label
the dominant label which is the one associated to the highest mixing coefficients (λ , 1 −
λ ). Finally, LISCL is computed by averaging the loss per sample on NS interpolated source
examples.
Consistency regularization and hard-pseudo labeling. In our framework, given NT
unlabeled examples drawn from the target domain, we apply a weak augmentation tw (.) and
a strong augmentation ts (.) on each example to obtain a weakly augmented example x (w)
and strongly augmented example x (s) . x (w) and x (s) are fed to F and C to obtain respectively the predictions ŷy(w) and ŷy(s) . The hard prediction on the weakly augmented example
denoted arg max ŷy(w) is used as a hard pseudo label1 while we ensure consistency between
the predictions on the strongly example ŷy(s) and the hard pseudo label of the weakly augmented example arg max ŷy(w) . As described in Section 2, to discard potential false pseudo
labels, only pseudo-labeled weakly augmented examples with a maximum predicted probability above some fixed probability threshold τ contribute to the loss. This corresponds to
minimizing the unsupervised loss term of [29] defined by:
Lunsup =

4
4.1

1
NT

NT

∑ 1{max ŷy(w) >τ} H



arg max ŷy(w) , ŷy(s)

(6)

i=1

Experiments
Evaluation

We evaluate and compare our method on three standard multi-source UDA datasets: DomainNet, MiniDomainNet and Office-Home. For each dataset and target domain, two standard baselines commonly used in the context of multi-source UDA [25, 45, 46, 52] have been
added: Source-only and Oracle. Source-only represents a model trained only on source examples with standard cross-entropy whereas Oracle represents a model trained with labeled
target examples. Performances on MiniDomainNet and DomainNet are averaged over three
runs with different random seeds. The performances of our method along with the compared
multi-source UDA methods for the datasets DomainNet, MiniDomainNet and Office-Home
are respectively reported on Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. For easier interpretation, first
and second best methods are respectively highlighted in bold red and italic blue. Datasets
information and implementation details can be found in the supplementary material.
1 Similar to [29], for simplicity, we assume that arg max applied on a K dimensional probability vector gives a
valid K dimensional one-hot vector.
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DomainNet. Our method achieves the best performance with 50.42% average accuracy
which corresponds to +1.72% gain over the previous state of the art. Overall, our method reports the best performances on 4 out of 6 target domains and the second best performance on
one of the two other target domains. On the Quickdraw domain, our framework achieves the
best performance by a large margin (+2.40%) compared to the second best method (SImpAl). On this challenging target domain, only SImpaL, CMSS, LtC-MSDA and our method
are not subject to negative transfer [24] (lower performances than Source-only baseline).
This indicates that our method is able to work even for complex target domains.
MiniDomainNet. Our method achieves the best overall accuracy with 61.90%, the best
accuracy on 3 out of 4 target domains and the second best on the last domain.
Office-Home. Our method achieves the best overall accuracy with 76.60%. More
specifically, CMSDA obtains the best/second best accuracy on 2 out of 4 target domains and
competitive results on the two other target domains.

Methods
Source-only [52]
Oracle [52]
DANN [10]
DCTN [45]
MCD [27]
M3 SDA-β [25]
CMSS [46]
LtC−MSDA [37]
SImpAl101 [34]
DAEL [52]
Ours

Clp
47.60 ± 0.52
69.30 ± 0.37
45.50 ± 0.59
48.60 ± 0.73
54.30 ± 0.64
58.60 ± 0.53
64.20 ± 0.18
63.10 ± 0.50
66.40 ± 0.80
70.80 ± 0.14
70.95 ± 0.23

Inf
13.00 ± 0.41
34.50 ± 0.42
13.10 ± 0.41
23.50 ± 0.59
22.10 ± 0.70
26.00 ± 0.89
28.00 ± 0.20
28.70 ± 0.70
26.50 ± 0.50
26.50 ± 0.13
26.58 ± 0.34

Target domain
Pnt
Qdr
38.10 ± 0.45 13.30 ± 0.39
66.30 ± 0.67 66.80 ± 0.51
37.00 ± 0.69 13.20 ± 0.77
48.80 ± 0.63 7.20 ± 0.46
45.70 ± 0.63 7.60 ± 0.49
52.30 ± 0.55 6.30 ± 0.58
53.60 ± 0.39 16.00 ± 0.12
56.10 ± 0.50 16.30 ± 0.50
56.60 ± 0.70 18.90 ± 0.80
57.40 ± 0.28 12.20 ± 0.70
57.56 ± 0.08 21.30 ± 0.11

Rel
51.90 ± 0.85
80.10 ± 0.59
48.90 ± 0.65
53.50 ± 0.56
58.40 ± 0.65
62.27 ± 0.51
63.40 ± 0.21
66.10 ± 0.60
68.00 ± 0.50
65.00 ± 0.23
68.12 ± 0.22

Skt
33.70 ± 0.54
60.70 ± 0.48
31.80 ± 0.62
47.30 ± 0.47
43.50 ± 0.57
49.50 ± 0.76
53.80 ± 0.35
53.80 ± 0.60
55.50 ± 0.30
60.60 ± 0.25
59.48 ± 0.07

Avg
32.90
63.00
32.60
38.20
38.50
42.60
46.50
47.40
48.60
48.70
50.42

Table 1: Accuracy (%) on DomainNet (Clp: Clipart, Inf : Infograph, Pnt: Painting, Qdr:
Quickdraw, Rel: Real, Skt: Sketch, Avg: Average).
Methods
Source-only [52]
Oracle [52]
DANN [10]
DCTN [45]
MCD [27]
M3 SDA-β [25]
MME [28]
DAEL [52]
Ours

Clp
63.44 ± 0.76
72.59 ± 0.30
65.55 ± 0.34
62.06 ± 0.60
62.91 ± 0.67
64.18 ± 0.27
68.09 ± 0.16
69.95 ± 0.52
71.38 ± 0.65

Target domain
Pnt
Rel
49.92 ± 0.71 61.54 ± 0.08
60.53 ± 0.74 80.47 ± 0.34
46.27 ± 0.71 58.68 ± 0.64
48.79 ± 0.52 58.85 ± 0.55
45.77 ± 0.45 57.57 ± 0.33
49.05 ± 0.16 57.70 ± 0.24
47.14 ± 0.32 63.33 ± 0.16
5 5 . 1 3 ± 0 . 7 8 66.11 ± 0.14
53.76 ± 0.71 6 6 . 2 3 ± 0 . 0 8

Skt
44.12 ± 0.31
63.44 ± 0.15
47.88 ± 0.54
48.25 ± 0.32
45.88 ± 0.67
49.21 ± 0.34
43.50 ± 0.47
55.72 ± 0.79
56.24 ± 0.67

Avg
54.76
69.26
54.60
54.49
53.03
55.03
55.52
61.73
61.90

Methods
Source-only [39]
Oracle [39]
M3 SDA-β [25]
SImpAl50 [34]
MFSAN [54]
MDAN [50]
MDMN [16]
DARN [39]
Ours

Art
58.02
71.19
64.05
70.80
72.10
68.14
68.67
70.00
71.49

Target domain
Clp
Pct
Rel
57.29 74.26 77.98
79.16 90.66 85.60
62.79 76.21 78.63
56.30 80.20 81.50
62.00 80.30 81.80
67.04 81.03 82.79
67.75 81.37 83.32
6 8 . 4 2 82.75 8 3 . 8 8
67.72 8 4 . 1 9 82.99

Avg
66.89
81.65
70.42
72.20
74.10
74.75
75.28
76.26
76.60

Table 2: Accuracy (%) on MiniDomainNet (Clp:
Clipart, Pnt: Painting, Rel: Real, Skt: Sketch, Avg: Table 3: Accuracy (%) on Office-Home
(Art: Art, Clp: Clipart, Pct: Product,
Average).
Rel: Real-World, Avg: Average).
Source class conditional distributions alignment. To assess the efficiency of LISCL on
source class conditional distributions alignment, CMSDA has been trained separately with
Lce and Lce + λ1 LISCL for each (sources, target) possible combination. Then, the CalinskiHarabasz index (CH-index) [3], a clustering quality metric, has been computed on the source
examples embedding h . Using CH-index, we could identify and evaluate if the class conditional distributions from the different source domains are well aligned. For each (sources,
target) combination, the CH-indexes with and without LISCL are reported on Figure 2a. As
expected, when LISCL is used in the final objective, the CH-index increases systematically.
This suggests that LISCL aligns efficiently source class conditional distributions while keeping discrimative features.
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Ablation study

avg

Product

Art

Clipart

avg

real

sketch

clipart

0.0

painting

0.0

real

+2.0
sketch
avg

+4.0

+2.0

+10.0
+8.0
+6.0
+4.0
+2.0
0.0
–2.0

Real World

(c)

+6.0

+4.0

painting

Target domain
Mixup
Clp
Pnt
Rel
Skt
Avg
w/o Mixup 70.32 51.75 64.92 51.11 59.52
w Mixup 7 1 . 3 8 5 3 . 7 6 6 6 . 2 3 5 6 . 2 4 6 1 . 9 0

+6.0

quickdraw

(b)

Office-Home

+8.0

clipart

(a)

Target domain
Input Clp
Pnt
Rel
Skt
Avg
z 69.36 53.03 66.03 56.04 61.11
h 71.38 53.76 66.23 56.24 61.90

MiniDomainNet

DomainNet
+8.0

infograph

Target domain Clp Pnt Rel
Skt
Lce
3.76 4.08 3.66 3.97
Lce + λ1 LISCL 4 . 0 2 4 . 4 7 3 . 9 2 4 . 2 6

∆accuracy with Lce

4.2

(d)
Figure 2: CH indexes for MiniDomainNet considering only the source embeddings h with or
without LISCL (a), per domain accuracy on MiniDomainNet when classification is performed
with h or z (b), with or without MixUp and interpolated losses (c), ∆accuracy compared to
standard Lce for different combination of losses (d).
Classification on h or z . Similarly to self-supervised methods such as [5], we have investigated the behavior of our model when the classification head takes as input the features
extractor representation h or the projection head representation z . For each target domain
of MiniDomainNet, the framework has been trained by either feeding h or z to the classification head. The accuracies obtained on the different target domains of MiniDomainNet
are reported in Figure 2b. Using the representation z instead of h leads most of the time to
a small drop of performance. Nevertheless, performances remain competitive compared to
other methods in Table 2. For the Clipart domain, using z results in a 2% accuracy drop.
These performances discrepancies are in adequacy with the findings of [5] arguing that h
usually provides better representations for the final classification task. Therefore, even if
performances are quite comparable, we recommend feeding h to the classification head C.
MixUp and interpolated losses. To assess the contributions of MixUp and interpolated
losses on CMSDA performances, we have trained two different versions of the framework.
In the first version, MixUp is removed while standard versions of the cross entropy and supervised contrastive losses are used. Conversely, in the second version, MixUp is applied
on source examples and interpolated versions of the cross entropy and the supervised contrastive losses are used. The accuracies for these two versions and for each target domain
of MiniDomainNet are reported on Figure 2c. MixUp combined with the interpolated losses
reports better performance with a 2% overall accuracy gain. We believe that MixUp applied
on examples from different source domains can be seen as a way to mix source domains style
and serves as an efficient data augmentation to learn domain invariant features. Additionally,
it is known that MixUp improves model calibration and robustness on out-of-distribution
data [32]. Therefore, it might enable cleaner pseudo-labels for the target examples.
Loss ablation. To highlight each loss influence on the performances, CMSDA has been
trained with different combinations of the losses Lce , LISCL and Lunsup . In this experiment,
hyperparameters remain unchanged and results are averaged over three runs. For each dataset
and each losses combination, we report on Figure 2d the gain/loss in terms of accuracy
compared to minimizing only Lce . When LISCL is combined with Lce (blue bars), it has
in average a positive impact (0.67%, 1.23% and 0.72% respectively for DomainNet (DN),
MiniDomainNet (MDN) and OfficeHome (OH)). LISCL brings significant gains for target
domains with large domain shift (DN-quickdraw: +1.5%, MDN-sketch:+1.16% or OH-
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Real World: +2.55%). Even if in some rare cases, such as OH-Clipart, LISCL leads to a small
loss of accuracy, its overall contribution is beneficial. When Lunsup is added to Lce (orange
bars), performances are systematically improved. In general, Lunsup contribution is higher
than LISCL . This is consistent with the usual gap in performance observed between methods
that exploit target data (multi-source UDA) and the ones that do not (multi-source Domain
Generalization). Additionally, when LISCL is combined to Lce and Lunsup (green bars), the
performances are often enhanced, especially on the most challenging target domains (DNquickdraw: +0.73%, DN-infograph: +0.75%, MDN-sketch: +1.44%). The accuracy gains
of LISCL and Lunsup seem to be additive suggesting that their contributions are independent.
All these observations prove the usefulness and the independent contribution of each loss.

Sensitivity to hyperparameters
τ = 0.9
τ = 0.95
τ = 0.975
τ = 0.99

r
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0.4
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60.5

Accuracy

61.0

61.5

62

0.
9

Accuracy

Accuracy

61.5

0.
1
0.
25

4.3

Training steps

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3: Averaged accuracy (%) on MiniDomainNet with respect to α (a); T (b); τ (c).
Ratio r of target examples contributing to Lunsup with respect to τ (d).
In this section, we assess the behavior of the model with respect to its hyperparameters α, T , and τ. Experiments about λ1 , λ2 and other source examples mixing strategies
(CutMix [47]) are included in the supplementary material.
MixUp hyperparameter α. In Mixup [48], the interpolation parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] is
drawn such that λ ∼ Beta(α, α). α controls the interpolation strength. Too low α usually
lead to weak regularization while too high α lead to too strong regularization resulting in
underfitting and under-confident models [32, 48]. We have investigated how α impacts the
performances by training the framework for each target domain of MiniDomainNet with
different α. The average accuracy over the target domains with respect to α is reported on
Figure 3a. Performances are quite stable for α ∈ [0.2, 0.6] but start decreasing for α > 0.6,
validating the observations made in [32, 48]. α = 0.4 leads to the best accuracy. We suggest
this value as a starting point for other datasets.
Temperature T . The temperature hyperparameter T is known to have a crucial role
in self-supervised/supervised contrastive learning [5, 15]. Setting T properly can result in
a non negligible gain of performances [15]. According to [36], selecting the optimal T is a
compromise between uniformity and tolerance. Uniformity corresponds to the capacity of
the representations z̃z to be uniformly distributed over the sphere while tolerance describes
how close the representations are for examples in the same class. Uniformity has known
to be important to learn separable features however high uniformity induces a decrease of
tolerance [36]. T → 0 tends to encourage uniformity whereas T → +∞ promotes tolerance.
To evaluate the effect of T on the performances, we have trained our model for each target
domain of MiniDomainNet with different T . The average accuracy over the target domains
with respect to T is reported on Figure 3b. Our framework seems to benefit from lower
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temperatures. Indeed, for T ∈ [0.05, 0.1], the performances are quite stable and reach the
maximum at T = 0.1. For T > 0.1, the accuracy begins to decrease slowly until T = 0.75
and then drops. Overall, it suggests that uniformity is more important than tolerance however
too low temperatures (T < 0.05) might also harm the model performances. We suggest to
use a temperature T = 0.1 for further experiments on different datasets.
FixMatch probability threshold τ. In semi-supervised learning, including false pseudolabeled examples during training can drastically hurt the performances [1]. τ addresses this
problem by discarding non confident pseudo-labeled examples from Lunsup . More specifically, examples whose maximum predicted probability is below τ do not contribute to Lunsup .
To investigate how τ affects the number of discarded target examples in Lunsup during training, we have plotted for different τ the ratio r of target examples contributing to Lunsup :
NT

r=

∑ 1{max ŷyi(w) >τ}

i=1

NT

(7)

This experiment is performed on the target domain Clipart of MiniDomainNet and reported
on Figure 3d. It reveals that for any value τ, as the training progresses, the model gets
more and more confident predictions resulting in an increase of r. A second observation is
that when τ is set too low (τ = 0.9), r is in average high at the end of training (r ∼ 77%)
whereas Oracle reaches only 72.59% accuracy. This suggests that false pseudo-labeled target
examples contributes to Lunsup . On the contrary, when τ is set too high (τ = 0.999), r is
in average very low at the end of training (r ' 0.02). This indicates that a lot of correct
pseudo-labeled target examples have been discarded. To evaluate the effect of τ on the
performances, CMSDA has been trained with different τ values for each target domain of
MiniDomainNet. The average accuracy over target domains with respect to τ is reported
in Figure 3c. Performances are stable when choosing τ ∈ [0.9, 0.95]. τ = 0.95 leads to
the highest accuracy. For τ < 0.95, false pseudo labels contribute to Lunsup resulting in a
small drop of accuracy. For τ > 0.95, as τ increases, more and more correct pseudo-labeled
examples are discarded and performances start to drop.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced a new framework combining recent advances in supervised
contrastive learning and semi-supervised learning to address the problem of multi-source
UDA. Our framework, through supervised contrastive learning, is able to align source class
conditional distributions resulting in more robust and universal features for the target domain. Simultaneously, the model adjusts to the target domain via hard pseudo labeling and
consistency regularization on target examples. Our framework has been evaluated on three
datasets commonly used for multi-source UDA and has reported superior results over previous state-of-the-art methods with robust performances even on complex domains where
negative transfer can occur.
In future research, we plan to explore the use of supervised contrastive learning on both
source and pseudo-labeled target examples so as to align source and target conditional distributions all together. Additionally, we believe that data augmentation strategies usually
designed for domain generalization (MixStyle [53], Fourier Based Augmentation [44]) and
conditional normalizations could provide interesting directions for our future work.
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